
 

 
 

Title of meeting: Marston Vale Stakeholder Meeting 

Date: 8th February 2022, 7.30pm 

Attendees: Cllr Sue Clark (Chair), Cllr Kevin Collins, Graham Robinson-Hodges 
(Central Bedfordshire Council (CBC)), Jethro Punter (CBC), Pippa 
Cheetham (Varsity Planning), Harry Jones (David Lock Associates), 
Leigh Stolworthy (Stantec) Representatives of member Parish 
Councils, MMAG and LAG 

Venue: Marston Lower School Forest End Hall 

Contact: Cllr Sue Clark 

 
 

No. Item Please tick box below 
if there is an 
attachment    

Lead Person Time 

1.  Introduction  Cllr Sue Clark 7.30pm 

 Cllr Sue Clark opened the meeting and introduced the attendees.  
 

2.  Development Brief  Graham 
Robinson-
Hodges 

7.40pm 

 SC outlined that the comments made by the Stakeholder Group following the previous 
meeting had been collated and sent to the Developer for consideration in the final 
version of the Development Brief. 
 
SC introduced GRHwho ran through a table of comments which was distributed in hard 
copy to attendees. 
 
The SRG noted that concerns regarding height of development would need careful 
consideration however this was a matter for the Parameter Plan and not the 
Development Brief. 
 
Q. requested that development be required to meet Zero Carbon standards. GRH replied 
that whilst there was an aspiration for development to meet the highest standards of 
environmental performance it would be unreasonable for the Development Brief to fix 
this for a developer of 20 year build out period. It was noted that Zero Carbon is not 
current CBC local plan policy, though would be encouraged. 
 
Q. noted that the Developer was keen to explore potential connections to the Covanta 
energy from waste facility. 
 



 

 
 

SC requested clarification on the proof-reading errors identified. 
 
GRH noted that the Parameters Plan showed landscaped buffer to Office Cottages to 
three sides. It was noted that this was not intended to show detailed development 
proposals. 
 
GRH clarified that the policy requirement under policy EE9 is for 30% tree canopy cover 
within the public realm. Whilst Forest of Marston Vale had lobbied for a greater 
standard to account for the fact that part of the site is a body of water, this was not 
policy. Further discussions would take place with FoMV. 
 
HJ clarified that whilst slide 22 of the previous presentation detailed a permissive route, 
this would not preclude it from being adopted as Public Right of Way. 
 
HJ clarified that the potential for recreational pressures on the County Wildlife Site at 
Lidlington Pit was assessed within the Outline Planning Application. 
 
GRH clarified that the Development Brief does refer to approximately 100 new homes at 
Brogborough. 
 
GRH explained that the allocation within policy SA2 is for 5,000 homes and as such it 
would not be appropriate for development to be reduced to the 3,125 homes required 
within the plan period. 
 
KC explained that the number of homes delivered per year would be driven by the 
market and what housebuilders can achieve on site.  
 
SC advised that O&H should look to agree final changes to the Development Brief with 
officers ahead of this being reported to Development Management Committee for 
endorsement,taking into account this group’s comments. 
 
The Stakeholder Group noted that they would like to see updated ecology surveys. It was 
noted that these would be provided as part of the Outline Planning Application and a 
further meeting would be set up to provide information on Ecology. 

3. Transport Presentation  
Harry 
Jones/Leigh 
Stolworthy 

8.15pm 

 HJ provided an initial presentation on the Outline Planning Application update and what 
information would be provided within this. 

 

HJ outlined the changes to the scheme, namely:- 

1. Alignment of Marston Vale Trail to reflect Transport and Works Act Order 

2. Additional Community Hub at Brogborough 

3. Amended Public Transport Route 



 

 
 

4. Revised route for Bedford & Milton Keynes Waterway 

5. Changes to schools to reflect change from 3 to 2 tier system 

6. Amendments to green infrastructure 

7. Amendments to woodland planting 

Q. asked for clarity on how the information would be presented in a way easy for 
residents to understand. 

PC responded that a non-technical summary would assist. 

GRH advised that the consultation period would be extended to 35 days to reflect that of 
the original submission. 

SC requested further briefings for the Stakeholder Group. 

LS began a presentation on transport issues. The Transport Assessment was additional 
to that prepared in 2018. It had taken a framework approach. 

 

Q. asked if transport assessments were cumulative. LS confirmed this. 

Review years were 2029, 2035 and 2042. 

Q. expressed concern that buses would not be suitable to use Lidlington High Street. 

Q. raised concerns that the crossing at Millbrook would be down for 40 mins due to East 
West Rail. LS confirmed that this was modelled in the Transport Assessment. Q. asked if 
this was based on existing or proposed usage. Could a new route be found for the bus? 

PC advised that the modelling looks at the Transport & Works Act proposals as these are 
the only approved proposals. LS advised that there were no confirmed timescales for 
EWR. 

 

LS then presented a Red Amber Green chart taken from the Environmental Statement 
showing the impact on various villages. It was noted that some settlements were not 
shown on the chart e.g., Brogborough, Ampthill. Q. asked for clarity on the criteria used. 

Q. and SC expressed surprise that Millbrook was shown as green, LS explained that this 
was based on the criteria used. 

The presentation then moved onto the assessment of highways impacts of the scheme. It 
was noted that in 2042 there were issues with how M1 J13 would operate. 

It was confirmed where improvements to Marston Moreteyne would be. Q. asked where 
traffic would go. 

LS outlined that the issue with the Bury Ware/A507 junction was one of safety as 
opposed to capacity. Q. advised that he found this hard to believe. Q. raised the issue of 
cars using the A507 to access J12 of the M1. 

LS then showed proposals for A507/Sandhill Close. It was queried what was causing this 
to be over capacity. LS advised that this was a combination of factors.  



 

 
 

Q. asked where traffic would go if more capacity were created. LS advised that the 
redistribution of traffic would be shown within the model. 

LS presented proposals for A507/Froghall Road and A507/Flitwick Road. These are linked 
due to safety issues. Q. asked if the B530 had also been considered. 

The focus of the presentation then moved to the strategic road network. LS advised that 
there had been discussions with National Highways, principally relating to M1 J13, 
A421/Marston Moreteyne and A421/A6 junctions. SL advised that there are already 
large queues at A421/A428 junction. PC advised this would be checked but Bedford 
Borough Council might already have a scheme for the junction. Q. asked if peak times 
had been considered, and LS confirmed this.  

Q. asked if an improvement scheme to the M1 was likely to come forward, LS advised 
that this was unlikely in the timeframe of Marston Vale. 

Proposed changes to the C94 were discussed, including new access points , junction 
treatments, and speed limit changes. 

Q. asked if the traffic lights at the J13 could be more intelligent. Q. advised that priorities 
could be changed, but this was up to National Highways. 

Q. asked if HGVs would be aware of deterrents. LS advised that this would be done 
through variable message signs (VMS). 

Q. asked where speed reductions would be, LS advised that this would need to be 
checked. 

SC advised that there were two key slides missing 1. What happens where the cross-vale 
route joins Sheeptick End and 2. What happens when the cross vale route joins Station 
Lane in Marston. 

Sc advised that there were still many unanswered questions and that the group should 
re-convene. 

PC advised that the presentation would be publicly available when the Outline Planning 
Application update is submitted. 

SC advised that the Stakeholder Group should have the opportunity to comment on the 
transport presentation before the OPA update is submitted and that the Stakeholder 
comments/recommendations should be reflected in the OPA. 

SC requested that the Stakeholder Group provide feedback on what additional 
information they would want to see in the next presentation on traffic. 

PC would discuss the OPA proposals with O&H considering the Stakeholder Group 
comments. 

4. AOB  Cllr Sue Clark 10.00pm 

 The meeting closed at 10:00pm. 
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